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The main result of this paper is that the Dyck language &* over one parenthesis 
is not generated by any matrix grammar of tinite index. As a consequence we obtain 
that Di* is not an EDTOL language. ‘c, 19X7 Academic Press, Inc. 
The general purpose of mathematical language theory is to study com- 
parative properties of families of languages with the different tool used to 
generate or recognize them. 
In this sense, formal grammars become instruments which allow us to 
generate an inlinite language with the help of only a linite set of rules. 
Restrictions on the rule forms lead to hierarchies such as the well-known 
Chomsky-Schiitzenberger version which set up regular or rational 
languages (Reg or Rat), algebraic or context-free languages (Alg or CF), 
context-sensitive (CS), recursive (REC), or denumerable (RE) languages. 
Another hierarchy, that of matrix-grammars, was first introduced by 
Abraham, then studied by Salomaa and Rozenberg; simple grammar rules 
are replaced by ordered sequences of rules, called matrices. This notion was 
investigated during the last ten years in connection with others, like L- 
systems (iteration of morphisms), controlled grammars (conditions upon 
the word whose letters are the derivations), rewriting, and parallel systems, 
using one-way or two-way machins. 
It is mathematically significant that these quite different delinitions give 
rise to rather similar families. 
From both biological and theoretical points of view, a classical and 
reasonable restriction for grammar is the finite index property. Grammars 
of finite index, (less or equal to k) can be achieved using derivations for 
which at each step the number of nonterminals is bounded by k. Ldaxl at 
in this way, two considerations become relevant; one, the restriction effec- 
tively works: for example, the lmite index restriction on algebraic grammar 
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(context-free) gives rise to the quasi-rational family, Q-Rat, which is 
strictly smaller than the whole family Alg (CF); second, this restriction 
collapses different families such that the matrix grammar language, MLAG, 
and the family of languages generated by EDTOL systems, Y(EDTOL), 
into the same family: Z(EDTOL),.= MLIF. 
But now a problem occurs: can the augmentation of power connected 
with the forms of the rules and the limitation of the liniteness of the index 
be compared? It has already been proved by Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg 
(1975, 1977) that some algebraic languages does not belong to the family of 
EDTOL languages of linite index. Greibach (1969, 1972, 1978a, b) and 
Engelfriet (1981) have also shown that algebraic languages cannot be the 
output languages of deterministic two-way transducers; these transducers 
generate the same languages as the linite index matrix grammars, (Lat- 
teux, 1977). Finally, Beauquier (1979), shows that Di*, the algebraic 
generator, is of inlinite matrix-grammar index. 
The problem was still open for the Dyck language over {u, Z}, Di*. To 
prove that a given language is not in a family under consideration, it is 
necessary to prove that all grammars generating it violate some property; 
this is usually a very delicate task. For that, Greibach, Ehrenfeucht, and 
Rozenberg have all constructed inlinite hierarchies inside the family, and 
concluded with the impossibility that algebaic generators can belong to the 
considered families. Beauquier makes use of an esthetically pleasing method 
of iterative pairs, and proved that Di* does not belong to MLIF. Unfor- 
tunately, neither method can be applied to D;*. 
In this paper, it is shown that D{* cannot belong to MLIF, the family of 
languages produced by matrix grammars with linite index. The proof is 
technical and combinatorial. First is the intuitive observation that those 
grammars “do not have memory,” since all information about the words to 
be produced must be concentrated in the linite set of rules. Then a 
relinement of the grammar index notion gives rise to the notion of word 
index. Roughly speaking, this means the maximal number of terminal 
variables used at each step for producing this word. Obviously, if the gram- 
mar index is linite, so is the index of each word. The next task, therefore, is 
to exhibit a family of words which needs unbounded word indexes. 
The first consequence is that D;* . is not in MLIF, the matrix language 
family of linite index, nor in .Y(EDTOL) J the family of languages 
generated by EDTOL systems of mute index, nor in DTWT, the family of 
output languages of two-way deterministic transducers; it is known that 
MLIF = T( EDTOL)f= DTWT = APL (see Latteux, 1977). Thus 
Salomaa’s result (inlinite context-free index of Di* (Abraham, 1965)) is 
corraborated, and Beauquier’s, Brainerd’s, Ferment’s, and Patin’s conjec- 
tures are solved. 
The second result is that D;* is not in Y(EDTOL), the family of 
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languages generated by EDTOL systems; this is a direct consequence of 
Latteux’s work. 
The third result, which will not be detailed here, is that Di* is not in the 
two-way nondeterministic transducer family ( -output languages). This has 
been proved before by Greibach, but in a less direct way (Rozoy, 1986). 
In this paper, we deline matrix grammars, and give some normal forms 
for them (Sect. 2). Then we build tools to study the languages (Sect. 3) and 
give the lirst technical result (Sect. 4). In Section 5 we delined a special 
sequence in the Dyck language D;*, which allows us to show the main 
result (Sect. 6). 
II. MATRIX GRAMMARS WITH FINITE INDEX 
Matrix grammars were introduced by Abraham (1965) and studied (in 
many different cases) by Ibarra (1978a, b; 1970), Rozenberg and Salomaa 
(1980), Rosenberg and Vermeer (1978), and Salomaa (1969, 1973). Rajlich 
(1972, 1975) has proved that the family of matrix grammars with linite 
index, MLIF, generates exactly the languages which are the output of two- 
way deterministic lmite state transducers. Latteux (1977, 1979, 1980, 1981, 
1983) pointed out that this family is equal to the family of EDTOL systems 
of linite index, and Beauquier (1979) proved that D;* does not belong to it. 
Many other related results may be found in Ferment (1984), Patin (1977, 
1980) Pecuchet (1985a, b), Kristhivasan and Siromoney (1974) 
Siromoney (1971) and Skyum (1974). 
2.1. Matrix-Grammars and Index 
DEFINITION. A Matrix grammar is an ordered quadruple 
G = (N, T, S, M), where N and T are disjoint alphabets, S belongs to N, 
and A4 is a linite set of finite nonempty sequences whose elements are 
ordered pairs (P, Q), with P in N and Q in (MIT)*. The pairs are referred 
to as productions and written P+ Q; the sequences are referred to as 
matrices and written 
m = Lf’l+ Ql,..., f’r -+ Qrl, r> 1. 
For a matrix grammar G, we deline a binary relation Z. on the set 
(TUN)* as follows. For any P, Q in (TUN)*, P * Q holds iff there exist an 
integer r > 1 and words 
@I ,...> mr+ 13 P, ,..., pr, in T Ql,..., Qr, R,,..., K 
RI,..., Rr, over (TUN)*, such that 
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(i) c~,=Pand c~~+i=Q. 
(ii) The matrix [PI + Qi,..., Pr + Qr] is one of the matrices of G. 
(iii) For every i= l,..., r, ccj= RjP,Ri and LX;+, = R,QjR’. 
Let +* be the reflexive transitive closure of the relation a. The ter- 
minology introduced in connection with the relation 3 for ordinary gram- 
mars is extended to concern matrix grammars. The language generated by 
the matrix grammar G is defined by 
L[G]={PO*iS% P}. 
EXAMPLE 1. The matrix grammar G = ({S, A 1, {a, b, cl, S, A4) with 
AI= {[S-&l], [S +aSb, A -+cA], [S-E, A +E]} generates the 
language ,Cl = {anbHcH/H E Nj. 
EXAMPLE 2. The matrix grammar G = ({S, ,4 }, {a, b 1, S, M) with 
M={[S-+SA], [S-+aS, A-+aA], [S-+&3, A+bA], [S-a, A-a], 
[S+&A-+b]} generates thelanguage~2={~~~l~~~{a,~~‘}. 
Let G be a matrix grammar, and denote by N(P) the word obtained 
from any P over (EN)* by erasing all letters of T. The index of a chain of 
matrices, P &. Q : P = PO + P, =E. . Py = Q according to G is defmed by 
ind( P * Q) = ,,v,azr 1 N( P;)] 
, . 
For a word W in L[G], we define 
ind( W, G) = Mjn (ind(D)), 
where D ranges over all derivations of W according to G. 
The index of G is the smallest natural number u such that, for all %” in 
,C[G], ind(w, G) < U. If no such u exists, G is said to be of inlinite index. 
Finally, the matrix-index of a language is delined by 
ind(,C) = Mjn (ind(G)), 
where G ranges over all matrix-grammars generating L. 
2.2. Normal Form 
We will limit this to a matrix-grammar of Ikite index. In this case, it is 
always possible and more convenient to make use of some normal form of 
the grammar associated to special uses of the derivation rules. Similar 
techniques, have been used by Rajhch, who called his grammars Absolutely 
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Parallel Grammars; See (Rajlich, 1972, 1975) for the details of the proof. In 
our normal form, as stated in Proposition 2.2.1. below, each nonterminal 
letter is derived at each step, and the factors (over the terminal alphabet) 
which are then produced, between every nonterminal letter, are of length 
exactly one. 
For any grammar G and any word w in L[G], we will note 
s*... P J*mJp]+l ... * W, a derivation of W according to G, where Pj is 
in (TUN)* and m,i is a matrix in M. The word obtained from Pj by erasing 
all terminal letters will be noted N(Pj), and 1 N(Pj)i will be its length, i.e., 
the number of nonterminals letters in P,. 
We will write m,i= [Qi + R ,,..., Q,,, + RJ, and R, = uOSOu,S, ... ,Sr,ur, 
for all i, with Sk in AJ and uk in T*. Then the following result holds: 
PROPOSITION 2.2.1. Let G be a matrix-grammar with a finite index and 
terminal alphabet T. Let e be some symboI not belonging to T, and 
T = T u {e}. Then there e.xists a matrix-grammar G’, with a finite index and 
terminal alphabet T, such that 
(i) the language L[G] is obtained by erasing the letter e in L[ G’]; 
(ii) for all words W in L[G’] and for any derivation of W according 
to G’, ,for all j and alI i as above: 
(iii) each Q, of the matrix mi occurs in P,, and they occur in P, in the 
same order as in mj, 
G’ will be referred as the normal form for G. In the sequel, we always will 
use grammars in normal form. 
The previous proposition may be proved by standard arguments, already 
used for ordinary grammars. 
Sketch of the Proof l Let (Q + R) be some production in the matrix 
ml. 
l First, whenever some factor ui in R; is of length more that one, we 
reduce it by “inscrewing” the grammar, that is, adding new nonterminal 
letters and new rules. For example, m = [ . . . . A + abCd, . ..] gives rise to 
m’ = [ . . . . A + aC’d, . ..I and m” = [ . . . . C’ 4 bC, . ..I. 
9 Then, whenever some factor u, in Ri is empty, we increase it by 
adding a letter e. 
l When some nonterminal letter A arises in a matrix both in the 
domain of a production and in the range of a previous one, then we add to 
A4 the matrix obtained by joining the two productions. For example, for 
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any matrix m = [ . . . . A -+ aBd ,..., B + cCd, . . . ] we add the matrix 
ml= [..., A + acCdb, . . . ] . 
l Then we add, for each matrix, the matrices obtained by the per- 
mutation of the productions. 
So, for the previous example, the initial matrix m gives rise to m, m’, and 
ml’= [ . . . . B-+cCd ,..., A+aBb ,... 1. 
l At last, if u is the index of the initial matrix, and if m is a matrix 
containing u productions (P + Q), we add to M matrices containing m and 
0, 1, 2, 3,..., (U - U) productions of the form A -+ eAe, for each nonterminal 
letter A and each possible position with respect to the productions in m. 
For example, if the index of the grammar is three, and the nonterminal A 
and B, the matrix m = [A -+ aAb, B + cAd] gives rise to seven matrices, m, 
[A+aAb, B+cAd, X-exe], [A -+ aAb, X + e.Ye, B + cAd], [X + exe, 
A + aAb, B + cAd], where X is A or B. 
As the index of the initial grammar G is finite, the above construction 
leads to a finite family M’, and each word in L[G] may be obtained from a 
word in L[G’], as indicated in proposition 2.2.1. 1 
The grammar of Example 1 (Sect. 2.1) gives rise to a grammar G’ con- 
taining the matrices m, , m2, m3 : 
m, = [S-+ eSeAe]; m2 = [S + aSb, A + cAe]; 
m3=[S-+e, A-e]; 
We will make frequent use of the following representation: 
EXAMPLE l’(Fig. 1). 
L[G’] = {eaneb”ecnen+’ 1 H > 0} 
L[G] = {a”b”c’jn>O} 
S - ea2eb2ec2e4 = w 
m,m2m3m3 is referred as a control word for ~1, according to G’. 
7 / 
c e d e ‘A e 
I \ 
g aSb cAe 
I 1 
E? aSb cAe 
1 I 
EYe e 
FIGURE 1 
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III. TOOLS FOR SUCH GRAMMARS 
In the sequel, we will need rather accurate details concerning control 
words, that is, chains of matrices, and factors of words in the generated 
languages. For that purpose, we need some specific notions, as stated 
below. 
3.1. The Category Cat(N, T) 
3.1.1. Matrices 
Let m = [PI -+ Q,,..., Pr -+ Qr] be a matrix, with Pi in N, Qi = z&Q, z.Pi ... 
QjT,$,? and uj in T, Q; in N. 
DEFINITION 3.1.1. We deline the domain, the target; the image, and the 
terminal-image of m as follows: 
Dam(m) = (P, ,..., Pr) 6 N* 
Targ(m) = (Q; ,..., Q;,, Q; ,..., Q;? ,... , Q; ,..., Q;,) E IV* 
ImtmJ = (Q, ,..., Q~)E CtTuW*)* 
Tim(m) = (u,!, ,..., U; ,,..., ~6 ,..., u;,) E T*. 
3.1.2. Chains 
DEFINITION 3.1.2. We deline recursively the family of chains as well as 
their domain, target, image and terminal-image, as follows: 
* Every matrix is a chain. 
* Let m be a matrix and C a chain. Then m.C is a chain if and only if 
Targ(m) = Dom( C). 
If Dam(C) = (S, ,..., Se) = Targ(m) and Im(c) = (Qi ,..., Qe), we set 
Dom(mC) = Dam(m) and Targ(mC) = Targ(C). 
Im(mC) is obtained by replacing the elements S,,..., SP in Im(m) by the 
Q1 ,..., QP. It belongs to ((TUN)*)*. 
Tim(mC) is obtained from Im(mC) by replacing the nonterminal letters 
by commas. It belongs to (T*)*. 
In Example 1’ let m be ml and C be msmz. Then 
Dom(m,) = S, Targ(mi) = (S, A), Im(ml) = eSe,4e, Tim(ml) = (e, e, e); 
Dom(mzmz) = (S, A), Targ(m*m*) = (S, A) 
Im(mzmz) = (a2Sb’, c’Se2), Tim(m2mz) = (a2, b2, c2, e’); 
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and 
Dom(m,mzmz) = S, Targ(mimzmz) = (S, ,4), 
Im(mlm~m,) = ea2Sb2ec2Ae3, 
Tim(m, m2m3) = (ea2, b’ec2, e’). 
3.1.3. Category Cat (N, T) 
The preceding defmitions suggest that we speak of the category 
Cat(N, T) with the set of objects N*, and the set of arrows for the matrices 
with domains and targets as defined below. 
The composition of arrows is given by the above delinition of chains, and 
the category acts on (Y’UN)* in the following way: Let R be r+,S, U, . . . Sr~r 
with Si in N and ui in T*. Let C be a chain whose domain is (S, ,..., SF) and 
whose image is (Q, ,..., Qr). Then R.C is delined as +,Q, pi Q2 Q,.u~. With 
that point of view, the grammar G is given by a finite subset A4 of arrows 
(matrices). The language ,5[G] generated is the set of words in T*, of the 
form S.C, where S is the start symbol and C is any chain in A4*. 
3.2. Height of Occurrences of Letters 
Let us consider a chain C = m, rn2.. rnr. We will deline a natural notion 
of the height of the occurrences of letters related to C, pointing out the 
matrix mi which gives rise to it. 
DEFINITION 3.2.1. Let C be a chain and x an occurrence of a letter in 
Dom( U;=, Im(m;). The height of x in C is the integer i= h’(x) such 
that x occurs in Dom(mlm2...mi) and does not occur in 
Dom(m,m2...mip,) 
In the same way, the natural linear ordering among occurrences of letters 
in a sequence of words is extended to chains. 
EXAMPLE 3 (Fig. 2). 
C=m,mlm,mdm5 
h’(A) = h’( I?) = h’(C) = 1 
h’(D) = 2 h’(x) = 3 
h’(f)=4 h’(e) = 5 
a<c D; acce; f<‘D 
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FIGURE 2 
Note. If R is in L[G] then R = SC; then two occurrences of letters s, y 
are consecutive in R if and only if ] h’(x) - h’(y)1 = 1. We will now concen- 
trate ourselves on such R words. 
3.3. Parallel Path, Inner Path, and Word Index 
The following defintions of paths and word-index attempt to express the 
intuitive ideas of the place held by a factor of a word in a chain C, as well 
as in the derivation tree (which is rather an espalier). They are technical 
keys for the proofs. 
Let Wbe a word in L[G] and C=m,...rnp a chain such that W=S.C; 
let R be a factor of Wand x the occurrence of a letter in R. For the sake of 
convenience, it will be written h(x) instead of h’(x); similarly we will 
always speak of x denoting some special occurrence of this terminal letter. 
DEFINITION 3.3.1. The parallel path of R is the chain 
where j,, = sup { h(x)1 x E R} and inf{h(x)/x E R} = iO. 
This follows directly from the detinition that R is a factor of some com- 
ponent of Tim(CH(R)). While the parallel path interprets the global idea of 
a place for R in the chain C, the following dehnition of an inner path 
expresses the idea of an historical account for the derivation of R (laying 
out the number of letters that are produced at each step). 
DEFINITION 3.3.2. The inner path of R is the polynomial 
CHI(R) = i a$, 
i=O 
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where 
* if i is less than & or bigger than jO, then ai = 0; 
* if i is between & andjo, then LZ; is the number of letters of R whose 
height is i; 
* the integer p is the length of the chain C. 
r # 
In Example 3 above, W = ya*bajb G bacyby*ebxy, and C? = m, . . . m5 ; 
for the factor R = ya*bajb, CH(R) = rnlrnIrn~rn~, CHI(R) =.x + 2~’ + 
3x3 + x4, Tim(CH(R)) = (Rcybacyby*, bxy); for the factor R’ = cy, 
CH(R’)=m,m*, CHI(R’)=x+.?,’ Tim(CH(R’)) = (ya, b, R’b, cyb, cy). 
Note that CH(RR’)=m,m2m3md (“union” of’ CH(R) a-d CX(l?‘)) and 
CHI(RR’) = 2~ + 3x2 + 3~~ +.x4 = CHI(R) + CHI(R’). 
Remark. It is a straightforward consequence of the delinitions and of 
the normal form of the grammar, that, for each position i, between & and 
jO, the coeflicient a, is at least equal to one and at most equal to 2k, where 
k is the index of the grammar. 
DEFINITION 3,3.3. The wyord index of the factor R is the biggest coef- 
licient ai of its inner path: 
Wind(R) = Max {a, 1 ai occurs in CHI( R) j. 
Remark. The inner path CHI(R) is equal to .x” P(x), where P(x) does 
not depend on (m ,,..., miO- ,) nor on (m,O+ ,,..., mp). Although being delined 
within the chain C, the word index Wind(R) depends only on the part 
miO ... mjO = CH(R) of C. Moreover, the previous notions of inner path and 
word index lit well in the concatenation of the factors. 
PROPOSITION 3.3.4. Let C be a chain X.K~ that SC is a word W in T*. 
Let R’ and R” be two consecutive factors of W. Then 
(i) CHI(R’) + CHI(R”) = CHI(R’R”) 
(ii) Sup(Winf(R’), Wind(R”))<Wind(R’R”)<Wind(R’)+Wind(R”). 
ProojI Obvious. 
IV. FIRST RESULTS 
The following proposition, whose proof is easy, means that, whenever 
consecutive factors need “all the positions” in a chain, then they have to 
belong to disjoint parallel paths. 
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,i2 j Jl 
FIGURE 3 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let C be a chain such that S.C = W belong3 to L[G]. 
Let M, N, R be consecutive factors of W. Whenever the word indexes of AI, 
N, R, and MNR are equal, then the parallel paths of M and R are disjoint. 
ProofI Let CH(N) be equal to (miO ,..., mjO), CH(R)= (mi ,,..., mj,), 
CH(M) = (mi2,..., mj2). It follows from Proposition 3.3.4 that 
CHI(MNR) = CHI(M) + CHI( N) + CHI( R) = 2 mixi + 2 nixi + f ri.xi. 
i2 io 4 
For all indices i between Z= inf{i,,, iI, i2j and J= Sup{jr, j2, jO}, the coef- 
licient (mi+ nj+ r,) of CHI(MNR) is bounded by the common word index 
of MNR, A4, N, and R, let us say h. 
As Wind(N) is equal to h, there exists an integer i such that ni = h, and 
then rni = 0 = ri. Therefore (i < i, or jr < i) and (i < i2 or j2 < i). 
Assume that i< i, (Fig. 3). As Wind(R) is equal to h, there exists an 
integer j such that rj = h, and mj = nj = 0; then j0 is strictly less that j. As M 
and N are consecutive factors, i2 cannot be strictly bigger than j0 + 1, then 
j2 is strictly less than j. 
Assume that j2 <j (Fig. 4). As Wind(M) is equal to h, there exists an 
integer k such that rnk = h and nk = rk = 0; jr <j implies j0 < k and k < iI, 
then j0 < iI + 1, which is impossible as N and R are consecutive factors. 
Then i2 < iO < j2 < i, < j0 <j, , and therefore CH(M) and CH(N) are dis- 
joint factors of C (Fig. 5). 1 
The following easy result expresses the fact, that concatenation of chains 
requires only local properties. It is very useful in many situations. 
i. i j0 
i I 
j JI 
I 
FIGURE 4 
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FIGURE 5 
PROPOSITION 4.2 (cut-and-graft). Let L[G] be a language generated by 
a matrix-grammar with finite index. Then there exist two integers N and k, 
such for every word u in L[ G], there exist factors UO, UI ,..., U,, , V, ,..., V,,, 
UO, U’, ,..., Up, V’, ,..., VL in T*, such that 
(i) U’= UOV‘,U’,... F$UL belong to L[G] 
(ii) 1 U’i <N andp<k. 
(iii) U= UOVI U,... VpUp 
(iv) UO Vi U, Vi ... VP Up and UO V, U\ Vz ‘.. V,, Up both belong to 
UGI. 
ProofI We may assume that G is in formal form. Let kf be the family of 
matrices of G. For each m in J4’ let l(m) be the length of the smallest word 
W in L[G’] such that m is used in some chain generating W and zero if 
there is no such W; let 1 be the maximum of the l(m), for m in iI4; At last 
let k = 2h, where h is the index of the grammar G and N = 2h. 1 A4 1. For 
any U in L[G], let C be the chain leading to U: U = SC and m a matrix in 
C C = C,mC?. Let lY be some minimal word such that U’ = S.C’, C’ = 
C’i rnCL, and m belongs to C’. Then 1 U’ I< 2h. 1 A4 1. 
U and U’ may be factorized as UO V, U, VP Up and Ub V’, ... V; Up 
using Tim(CI m), Tim( CZ), Tim( C’, m), and Tim(C;). 
We form the chains CImC; or C’,mC>, and get the proposition. 1 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let W be some word in L[G], let R be any factor of W 
and C= CH(R) be its inner path. Then there exist chains C’, C“, which are 
concatenable with C, such that S.C’CC” belongs to L[G] and Tim(C’), 
Tim(C) are of a length bounded by the integer N of Proposition 4.2. 
ProoJ It suffices to find two words of length less that N in the inner 
path where m, and rnz occur, where ml and rn* are the first and the last 
matrices in CH(R). 1 
Part of the well-known results of the languages with a finite index may 
be obtained by using these two propositions. For example, the fact that 
{ w2”/n E N, ~JG ,Z’*} does not belong to MLIF, that the language 
{ apb2qapb4/p, q c N} is never obtained by a grammar with matrices of the 
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form [ . . . . A -+ q,Ar . . . Apup ,... ] with u~#E, and also the fact that the 
hierarchy of languages of linite index is strict and inlinite. 
We end this section with a technical but useful result. 
PROPOSITION 4.4 vactors of decreasing word index). Let G be a gram- 
mar in normal form, let W be in L[G], and let C be a chain such that 
SC. = W. Let R be a factor of W and R’ a nonempty factor of R. Let (F,, 
F 1,..., Fr) = Tim(CH(R’)). Suppose now that A4 is some factor of R, disjoint 
of R’ and included in some Fi. Then the word index of M is strictly less that 
the word index of R. 
EXAMPLE 4 (Fig.6). 
W = a4eb4c4ed4e CH(W)=mIm2...m6 
R = a2eb4c CH(R)=m,...m5; Wind(R)=2 
RI= aeb3 CH( R’) = ml ’ ’ . m5 ; Wind( R’) = 2 
Tim(CH(R’)) = (a3, b3, c4, d4) 
A4 = a or c and Wind(M) = 1 
R” z b3 CH( R”) = m2 . . . rnd ; Wind( R”) = 1 
Tim(CH( R”)) = (a3, b3, c3, d3) 
M=aorcand Wind(M)= 1. 
Proof of Proposition 4.4. Define parallel paths and inner paths of R and 
R’ as follows: 
CH(R) = (mi,,,..., miO); CHI(R)= $ aixi, ai< Wind(R). 
;= ilJ 
CH(R’) = (mi ,,..., mi,); CHI(R’)= i b zx’, bi < Wind( R’). 
i= i, 
S 
< 
I 
aA bt3e 
,I 
E? a+‘b 
\ 
cBd 
< a?b cBd 
E* aAb cBd 
I 
Em e c&id 
EW e 
FIGURE 6 
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Let M be a factor as delined in the proposition. As M is included in some 
FP 
CHI(M) = f cixi 
; = i2 
As R’ and M are disjoint factors of R, the following equality holds: 
CHI(R’) + CHI(M) < CHI(R). 
For all i between ii and j, , bi + ci < aj < Wind(R); as bi is at least equal to 
one, cj is always less than ui, and so Wind(M) < Wind(R). Note that such 
a factor M may not exist (let R be u4 and R’ be a2 in the previous exam- 
ple). In that case Wind(R) = Wind(R’). 1 
V. A SPECIAL SEQUENCE IN THE DYCK LANGUAGE D;* 
Let A be the alphabet {u, b}, and S the morphism delined by ,S(u) = + 1, 
S(b) = - 1 and extended in a direct classical way on all linite subsets of A * 
by setting 
vEEsqA*)s(E)= 1 S(W). 
WEE 
For any element W of A *, S(W) will be referred to as the weight of W. 
In the same way, we will use a graphical representation of any word W in 
A*, setting for each letter z the place where it occurs as the .x-coordinate 
and the weight of the left factor of W as the y-coordinate, &zk#r Gil be 
denoted by O(z/ W). 
EXAMPLE 5(Fig.7). 
W= ab2a3b =x,x2 . . ..Y.. 
S(w)=l;S(x3~~~X6)= +2; 
O(xJW)= -1; O(xJW)=O; 
O(xe/W)= +2. 
For any W in A*, the absolute value of the difference between the 
biggest and the smallest y-coordinates of occurrences will be referred to as 
the depth: 
d(W)=Max{iS(W’)ll W’factorof W}. 
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FIGURE I 
In the previous example, d(W) = S(x‘jxsx(j) = O(xJW) - 
0(xX/H’) = +3. The classical definition of the Dyck Zunguage Di* is that 
D;* is the subset of words whose weight is zero and such that the weight of 
any prelix is nonnegative. It is well known too that Di* is the equivalence 
class of the empty word a in the congruence on ,4* detined by ub = 8. 
The sequence that will be exhibited now will provide us a counter- 
example: Di* is not generated by any matrix grammar of linite index. 
DEFINITION 5.1. The sequence (Z(FZ))~ is delined by induction (Fig. 8): 
Z(l)=ub; Vn>l,Z(n+l)=aZ(n)Z(n)b. 
An easy induction shows that for all n: Z(n) = unbIZ( 1) bzZ(2) b3 ... 
Z(H - 1) b,,, where bi= b, and Z(i) is defined above. This formula of Z(n) 
points out the special occurrences of b that will always be used in the 
sequel of the paper. 
We remark that the y-coordinate of each bi is equal to n - i, 
Vi, O(bJZ,,,,) = n - i, 
and that the depth of Z(n) is equal to n. 
Now let R be any factor of Z(n). In order to relate R to the his, we 
associate to R two integers d(R) and f(R) delined in the following way. 
12 3 
FIGURE 8 
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DEFINTIION 5.2. Let R be a factor of Z(n). If b, E R or R G an, then 
d(R) = n, otherwise 
d(R)=Sup{jP, $R and V&b&Rj. 
If b,, E R then f(R) = H, otherwise 
f(R)= -1 +Inf{jibi$R and VGb,,P+Rj. 
This can be summarized by the following: 
Case 1. Z(n)=.. . bd.. F] . . . b{+ , . . . ; There ti( R) <j(R) - 1. 
are at least two bk between bd and bf+, . 
Case 2. Z(n)=...bd... ri ... bf+, ... ; d(R) =,f( R) - 1. There 
is only one bk. 
Case 3. Z(n) = . . bd. . . r-----j . ..b.+,...; d(R) =f( R). There are 
no bk between bd and b,+ , . 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let R be a ,factor of Z(n); then the following 
inequalities hold: 
(i) -1 -f(R)<S(R)<d(R), where S(R) is the weight of R. 
(ii) Wheneuer R is a left factor of Z(n), then S(R) > n -f(R) - 1 
(iii) If d(R) <f(R) - 1 (Case 1 ), then there e.xist.7 some left factor of 
R, say Init R, such that S(Init R) = d(R) -,f(R). 
Prooj First, observe that Z(n) admits a symmetric decomposition as 
Z(n)= UoZ(m)Z(m) U’Z(m) Z(m) iIJzs*. iJkp ,Z(m) Z(m) Uk, for any f?f 
less than n and k equal to 2”-+ ‘. Moreover, UO = an “‘, Uk = b’~ “‘, and 
for all i between 1 and k - 1, there exists one j between 1 and n -m - 1 
such that U = b/a’. 
As a direct consequence of this decomposition, we note that there are 
exactly 2n m occurrences of Z(m) in Z(n), and, for each of them, their IS- 
coordinate is exactly n - m: 
Vnz, O(Z(m)/Z(n)) = n -m. 
NOW let R be any factor of Z(n); henceforth, we will denote d and f for 
d(R) and f(R): 
(i) If d = n, then S(R)<n. If f=n, hen s(R)2 -H. Whenever, d#n, 
there exists w’, right factor of Z(n), w” left factor of Z(d), and 
w=aflb,... bd such that Z(a) = ww"Rw'. As ,S(WW”R) <H, then S(R) < d 
(recall that S(w) = O(bJZ(n)) = n - d). 
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Let us now suppose that f#n, and decompose Z(FZ) as 
Z(n) = w’Rw”b,.+, . . bn, with w” the right factor of Z(j), so that 
,Y(w”) < 0. As ~(KJ’) < n and O(bf+ ,/Z(n)) = n -L we get s(w’) + S(R) + 
s( w”) + S(b) = n -f- 1, and s(R) 2 -jI 
(ii) If R is a factor of Z(H), f= n implies R = Z(n) and S(R) =0 = 
n-J If f# n, then Z(n) = Rw’bf+ I ... bn, with w’ the right factor of Z(j) 
and thus, n-f-l=O(bf+,/Z(n))=S(R)+,S(w’)+S(bf+,)<,S(R). 
(iii) If d+ 1 -cf, then bd+I belongs to R and bf too; write R as 
R = db c,+,Ztd+ 11 bc,+z . . bpv”, with NJ’ and w” the right and left factors 
of Z(d) and Z( f ), so that s( w”) > 0 and - d < S( w”) < 0. Let z be the sym- 
bol that follows the (d + 1 )th occurrence of u in Z(d+ 1); we get 
O(b,/R)-1 =,S(w’)+(-l)(f-d)<d-f<O and O(z/R) = S(w’) + 
(- 1) + (d+ 1) 2 0. Then there exists some factor Init R such that 
w’bd+ ,(a) ‘+ ’ is included in Init R, which is included in w’bd+, ... b,., and 
,Y(Init R) is equal to d-j 1 
COROLLARY 5.4. .Let R be a factor of Z(n) that contains at least one 
Z(j) as factor, for some j less than n; then f is bigger than j; in the same way, 
if R is a factor of Z(n) that does not admit Z(j) as a factor, for all integer j 
bigger than j,,, then eitherf<jO+ 1, d=L or d=f- I. 
ProoJ Straightforward consequence of the previous proposition. i 
VI. THE DYCK LANGUAGE D;* AND THE MATRIX GRAMMARS 
Let us suppose that G’ is a matrix-grammar of linite index, and that the 
language generated L[G’] is included in Di* and contains the sequence 
Z(n) defined above. Let G be the grammar in normal form associated to G’ 
(Sect. 2.2.) and let G extend in a natural way S to {u, b, e} by setting 
S(e) = 0. 
All properties and results stated in the previous section are directly 
transposed by substituting to Z(n) and R any words Z’(n) and R’ such that 
h(Z’(n))=Z(n) and h(R’)= R (where h erases “e”). In the sequel, we will 
suppose that G is such a grammar, and not distinguish between Z’(n) and 
Z(n), nor R’ or R. 
6.1. How Does the Weight Work on Chains 
Let W be some word in L[G], let CH( W) be its path (i.e. 
in = XCH( W)), let C be some factor of CH( W), and let x be an occurrence 
of a letter in W. The sign < ~ will denote the left-to-right order of the 
occurrences of the letters (already used in Definition 5.2). We also extend 
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the morphism S and the application 0 to chains by setting: ,S(c) = 
Is xETS(xJ ad Wd~~=~yEc,.v~.x S(y), that is, the total weight and place 
of the chain (see Sect. 5). 
We point out that this notion Iits well with concatenation, that is, 
S(c‘c”) = S(c’) + S(c”) and O(x/c’c”) = 0(x/c’) + 0(x/c”). 
In the same way, whenever XC. = W belongs to L[G], then S(c) = 0 and 
for all x, O(.X/C)>O. 
The key-point for the sequel is the fact that the linite index of the gram- 
mar implies bounds for the weights of chains. 
PROPOSITION 6.1.1. Let G be a grammar in normal form as described 
above. Then there exists a constant H such that, for any word W in L[G], 
for any occurrence of letter in W, andfor any factor C of the path CH( W), 
the following inequalities hold; 
-H<S(C)GH and -II < 0(.x/c) < 0(x/W) + 2H. 
Proof Let N and k be the integers defined in the cut-and-graft 
lemma 4.2; and set s = Max{d(u)/ug L[G] and 1~1 <N}, where d(u) is the 
depth of r4 (Sect. 5). Let H be equal to 2s, and build C’, C” as in 
Corollary 4.3. Consequently S( CCC”) = 0, so S(C) = - S( C’) - S( C”). As 
-s-cS(C’), s(CY)-c +s, we get -H < S(C) < H. In the same way 
O(x/C’C) 20 leads to 0(x/C)> -H. Unfortunately, 0(x/C) is not 
bounded, except by the depth of the generated word; we get only, by 
decomposing CH( W) in CH( W) = CCC”, the following inequality: 
O(~~C’CC”)=O(~X~C’)+O(~~C”)+O(~~C)=O(~~~~) and O(X]C’), 
0(.x 1 C”) < H, as shown before, therefore 0(x] C) < O(X 1 W) + 2H. 1 
COROLLARY 6.1.2. Let C be a chain, W some word in L[ G] such that C 
is a factor of CH( W); let x be an occurrence of a letter in W, H the integer 
of Proposition 6.1.1, and Ci, C: disjoint chains which form a ,factorization 
0fC: 
Then we can find some integer i such that 
O(xlC;)<~O(x, W)+ H . 
P 
Proof It suffices to decompose 0(x] C) within the Cj and C’; and make 
use of the preceding result. 1 
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6.2. Word Zndex of Z(n) 
PROPOSITION 6.2.1. Let G be defined as above, and let k be its index, 
Then there exists an integer n, such that, for all n > n I, the word index oj 
Z(n) is 2k + 1. 
In order to prove the proposition, we are looking for factors in Z(n) 
which are of increasing word indexes and achieve the following construc- 
tion. Let n and m be integers such that n 3 m > 1. Let C be a chain such 
that S.C = Z(n), let R be an occurrence of Z(m) in Z(n) and R = am its left 
factor. We factorize the parallel path of R using r, and get CH(R) = Cl. 
CH(r). C’. Let MO ... M,, and U, . U,, be the factors of R which appear in 
Tim(CH(R)), and Tim(C’C”) (Fig. 9): 
u, ‘.. Uz. are in Tim( C’) and Tim( C”) 
MO.. . MF, are in Tim(CH(r)). 
r = am is included in M,, 
The Ui and Mj are nonempty (except perhaps M,,). 
Then R = Z(m) is factorized as R = M,, U, M, Uz.. . Uta ML>. Let di and fi be 
d(M;) and f (M;), as delined Section 5. (If Mu = E, we set dV = m and 
ft, = m - 1). Then d( U;) =f, - , and f( Ui) = di. 
LEMMA 6.2.2. With the previous conditions, for all m and n, for all jO, 
1 <j,, -C m - 1, either some Mi contains a factor equal to Z(j) for some j 2 j,,, 
or, for some occurrency y C$ letter in iJ,, for some 1 (1~ 1~ v), if x denotes 
the first occurrence of a in Z(m). the following equality holds: 
O(yJd) - 0(x/c’) + O(y/c”) - 0(x/c”) -c -mJ2” + vjO. 
Roughly speaking, the second condition of the lemma means that the 
factor x. . . y is built in such a way that most of its b-occurrences are due to 
S 
/i ‘x 
FWJRE 9 
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C’ and C”. That will, later on, lead to a contradiction: the existence of 
some prelix U of words D\* such that S(U) < 0. 
For the proof of the proposition, we will make use of the lemma, of the 
function g(n, A) = ~2~‘~ 4k2, where k is the index of G, and of the property 
P(h): 
(where Z(?H)~ is the ith occurrence of Z(m) in Z(n)). 
We will show that there exists some integer ~1, such that, for all n, 
n > nl =S Vh < 2kP(h), which gives the required result. 
(Complete proofs of Proposition 6.2.1 and Lemma 6.2.2, which are rather 
tedious are at the end of the paper.) 
COROLLARY 6.2.3. Let G be u matrix-grammar with finite index. Then 
the following inclusion cannot hold : {Z(n)/n E N} & L[G] G Di*. 
Proof Obvious, as the word-index cannot be greater than 2k 
(Remark 3.3.2). 
6.3. Main Results 
THEOREM 6.3.1. The Dyck language Di* over the alphabet [u, b 1 does 
not belong to MLIF, the farnil-v of languages generated by a matrix-grammar 
with finite index, nor to the family of languages produced by the Absolutely 
Parallel Languages, nor to the family of languages produced by the EDTOL 
system offinite index, nor to the farnil-v of output languages of deterministic 
two-way’ transducers. 
This follows directly from Corollary 6.2.3 and the equality of all these 
families (see Latteux, 197771983 or Rajlich, 1972, 1975). 
THEOREM 6.3.2. The Dyck language Di* over the alphabet {a, bl does 
not belong to EDTOL, the fami1.v of languages produced b-v EDTOL 
systems. 
This is a direct consequence of Latteux’s work; he shows, in (Lat- 
teux, 1979) that: 
D;* $ Y(EDTOL+ D;* # Y(EDTOL). 
6.4. Proofs of Lemma 6.2.2 and Proposition 6.2.1 
Proof of Lemma 6.2.2. Suppose that none of the Mi’s contains factors 
equal to Z(j), j>jO. 
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(1) Suppose that Vi, fi<jO, then Me is empty and f(U”) =m, 
Yi<v--I, S(Ui)<L-,cjo; -l+m>jO implies ~(UU)+l=~U~i+l< 
j0 + I < m =f( U”), and then there exists some left factor in U”, let us say 
Init UU, such that S(Init Ut,)=d(UU)-f(UV)= --Fu+~~~ i < -m+jO. 
Then, if y is the last occurrence of Init UC,, we get 
O(y/c’) - 0(x/c’) + 0( y/c”) - 0(x/c”) < (u - 1 )jO +jO -m -c -m/2’ + vjo. 
(Note that 0(-~/c’). . .=~(~~)+~(~~)...+~(U”-~)+~(Init Ut,).) 
(2) Suppose now that, for some i, ji>jO. Let i0 be the integer such 
that fc, <fi ’ . .fio ~ i <jo Q;,, < . < fU. 
Let i > iO; if M, does not contain an occurrence of Z(j) forj ajO andh >jO, 
then di =fi or dj =Ji + 1 (Corollary 5.4). We consider two families of cases: 
Cases A(i). di=ftp i + 1; we can lind a left factor in Uj, say Init U,, 
such that ,S(Init U,) =f, ~ , - d; cjo -fjo if i = i0 or < -,f; +fip,, if i > i. + 1 
(Proposition 5.3 ). 
Cases B(i). dj<fip, + 1; we then set Init Ui= 6; S(Init U,) = 0; d, =f, or 
d;=h+ 1 impliesA.=A.. , (Case B(i1)) orf;=A.-, + 1 (Case B(i2)). 
Now let JJ~ be the last letter in Init U,; our purpose is to estimate the 
total weight of all U,, before each JJ;, that is to say, the quantities: 
= x s( Uj) + S(Init Ui) 
/=l 
,“- 1 1-I 
= 1 s( U,) + x s( Uj) + s(Init Ui) 
/=l , = io 
which are less than or equal to (iO - 1 )j + g(i), if we deline g(i) as 
1-I 
CaseA(i):g(i)= -h+ 16; 
Case B(i): g(i) = 0 + 1 ,fi. 
j= i" 
We will now try to bound the minimum of the g(i). In the case of i = i,,, 
we have g( iO) = -j”iO or g(&) = 0 and Inf( g(i)) < 0. 
In the case of i > &, , 
if A( iO) then b( iO) = g( iO); if A( i + 1 ), then /J( i + 1) = b(iO) + . . . + b(i) + 
d4. 
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if B(i,,l) then b(iO)= -f(iO); if B(i+ 1, l), b(i+ l)=f$i). 
if B(i02) then b(i,,)= -f(i,,- 1; if B(i+ 1, 2), b(i+ l)=b(i)- 1. 
In that way we get: 
for all i, b(i) = -A. and b(i) > 2i(Inf(g(i))); 
if i=u, -m+ 12 -~U=~(u)~2”(Inf(g(i))). 
Consequently, the next inequality holds: Inf(g(i)) < (1/2”)( -rn + 1). 
Therefore we can find some integer il such that Inf( g( i)) = g( il ), and, for 
the last occurence y in U,, : 
0(-v 1 c’) + O(y 1 c”) - 0(x 1 c’) - 0(x 1 c”) 
<(iO-l)jO+g(ir)< -m/2’+ujo. B 
Proof of Propodion 6.2.1. We will now prove P(h) by induction. For 
/r = 1 and !r = 2, P( 1) and P(2) assert that Di* is not regular nor quasi- 
rational, which is well known. However, here we will give both proofs for 
them: on the one hand it provides a new proof and on the other hand it 
gives a good idea of the proof in the general case. 
We will consider the 2fl-m factors of Z(n) equal to Z(m) (see the 
beginning of the proof of Proposition 5.3) and denote by Z(m); these 
occurrences. 
Proof for P( 1). Let us suppose that g(n, 1) < mo < n, and 
Wind(Z(mo),) = 1. Let m be $mo or +(mo - I), if m is even or odd. Let H be 
as in Proposition 6.1.1. Then Wind(Z(m)i) = 1, and Z(mo) contains 2m”+“’ 
different occurences of Z(m) whose word index is equal to 1, thus having 
disjoint parallel paths (Proposition 4.1). So, using Corollary 6.1.2, we catch 
some occurrence Z(m)i such that 
where x is the lirst occurrence in Z(m)i and C,=CH(Z(m),), its parallel 
path. Now let r be the first occurrence of am in Z(m)i; we factorize Z(n) 
within some Uj and Fi, where (F1 ,..., Fp) = Tim(CH(R)). As the word index 
of Z(m), is one, there exists some (single) j such that F, = r = urn: 
Z(n)= UOF,U,... FiUi...FpUp, i#j, Fin.??(m)=&. 
Thus Z(m)i is a left factor for FjUj, and there exists some initial (left) fac- 
tor for Uj such as S(Init Uj) = -m and Z(m)i = Fj Init U,. 
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Let y be the lirst occurrence following Z(m)i. As CH(Z(m)i) = Cj= 
C’CC” and O(y 1 C’) + O(y 1 C”) > - 2H, we get 
0( y 1 c’) + 0( y 1 c”) = 0(x 1 c’) + 0(x 1 c”) + s(Init Uj), 
- 2H < 0(.x 1 Ci) + ,S(Init uj), 
-2H< 
4 
2 ,po-m- I -w 
and 
-2HG 2m,,:m-l +H I+ 
4 
2 mo-m -1 
-m. 
with m > &mo > 2 P4k2, which implies 1 - 2n2m4k2 ~“’ - ’ > 0, which does not 
hold as soon as n > 24kz”+4k2’. 
Proof for P(2). Suppose Elmo: g(n, 2) < mo < n and Wind(Z(mo)i) = 2. 
Get m = (mo/2) or (mo - 1)/2 if m is even or odd; as m ag(n, l), 
Wind(Z(m),) > 2, so Wind(Z(m)i) = 2 whenever Z(m) is factor of Z(mo). 
Using the 2m’“P”’ different occurrences of Z(m) in Z(mo), whose word 
indices are equal to two, we lind some occurrence Z(m) I’ such that 
with .x.. ’ as in case P( 1). So we find a factorization U0 F, . . . F,, UP, with a”’ 
included in Fi, and either F,+ , has no element of Z(m) or Fj+, n Z(m) = 
q+, and Wind( F;+ , ) < 2 - 1 = 1. Consequently, Fj+ i does not contain any 
occurrence of Z(j) for j > g(n, 1) =j,, . Let fO, f, , d, be the coordinates of Fj 
and FJ+, (Definition 5.2.): fO=f(Fj), di =d(F;+,), and f, =f(FJ+,). We 
find that fO cjO and either f, cjO or d, >fl. Consequently either 
s(Init u,)< -m+j or s(U,)+ ,Y(Init U,+ 1)< -m+2j. And then we con- 
clude that, for all n, 
4 
-2H-c yo-m- 1 - m + 2j0 
with m > mof2 2 $24 ~ “’ and j,, = n2’~~ 4k2. We get 
-3~<~(2-mo+m+i-22-4~~)+4~~2-m0+~+~. 
The right part tends to -XI, which is not possible (H is constant). 
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Suppose now that P(h) is true and P(h + 1) is not true 
3mo > g(n, h + 1 ), 3: Wind(Z(mo);) c/z + 2; 
moag(n, h+ l)>g(n, h)*Wind(Z(mo),)>h+ I; (P(h) holds). 
So Wind(Z(mo);) = h + 1. Set m = mo/2 or (mo - 1)/2, if m is even or odd: 
m >g(n, h)*Vi, Wind(Z(m)(i) >h + 1 (for P(h)). 
Z(m0) contains exactly 2m0-m occurrences of Z(m), that we will note 
Z(m)( 1 ), Z(m)( l’), Z(m)(2). . . Z(m)(i), Z(m)(i’),..., and such as, for all i 
and i’, S(Z(m)(i)/Z(mo)) = mo - m. 
Z’(h) implies that, for all m, the word index of Z(m) is bigger than h + 1; 
besides it is less than or equal to that of Z(mo), so we get 
Wind(Z(m)(i)) = h + I. 
Using, as above, Corollary 6.1.2, we find some il: 
where Cl, = CH(Z(m),,), and x is the occurrence of the first “a” in Z(m);,; 
therefore S(x/Z(n)) = n -MO. 
We now factorize: Z(m) il = MO U, M, Uz.. . UcMt,, with am’ factor 
of MO and Tim(CH(am))= (II~~, A4 ,,..., MI,). For all i, Wind(Mi)< 
Wind(Z(m)) - 1 = h (Proposition 4.4) and then, since P(h), none of Z(j), 
for j>g(n, h), can be factors of M,. So we get some integer i2: 
O(yJc’) + O(JJ/C”) - 0(x/c’) - 0(x/c”) < -m/2’+ vg(n, h), 
where y is the first occurrence after Init( uiI), Ciz is the chain CH(um) and 
Ci, = C’C,, C” (Lemma 6.2.2): 
O( y/C”) + 0( y/C) < $ + u.g(n, h) + 0(x/C’) + 0(x/C”) 
-ZIG WYI C’J + Wy/C”l G$+ u.g(n, h) + 0(x/C;,) - O(x/C;J 
(with m equal to mo/2 or (mo - 1)/2, v < h, g(n, h) = ~2~‘~ 4k’). We get 
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Setting s c zh2 ~ 4k2 ~ ', which is positive, we obtain 
As the right part of the inequality is strictly positive and the left part 
admits a limit equal to 0 when H becomes infinite, we end up with a con- 
tradiction. 
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